How Jay Will Get It Back

On September 27th, 2008, Team MuscleTech Superstar Jay Cutler placed second to Dexter Jackson at the Mr. Olympia. But all that’s in the past. And now, with new determination, Jay has fixed his sights firmly on the 2009 Olympia with a plan of attack that includes a powerful new micronutrient multivitamin system that will be a powerful addition to his musclebuilding arsenal.

At the 2008 Mr. Olympia, Jay Cutler may have lost the battle, but certainly not the war. You see, Jay is used to hard work, having started out in the concrete construction business when he was 11. He knows what it’s like to build something from the ground up, tear it down and then build it back bigger and stronger than ever before. And, just as he learned from his childhood, he’s pouring the foundation of muscle that will rival and conquer anything it comes in contact with, including Dexter Jackson.

Now Jay’s not going it alone. To make sure he has everything he needs to come back bigger and stronger than ever, he has enlisted the help of Team MuscleTech™ researchers and a new supplement that will be a powerful addition to his musclebuilding arsenal so he can move one step closer to becoming something that can’t be beat – by anyone. This state-of-the-art product is called Anabolic VITAKIC™. Within the sleek yellow graphics of the label lies a potent anabolic combination of over 100 micronutrients, powerful antioxidants, amino acids, coenzymes, trace elements and essential vitamins and minerals to go along with a powerful musclebuilding agent that will shock his muscles into a state of massive growth!

Anabolic VITAKIC™ is something extraordinary. It represents the end of a time when hardcore bodybuilders, like Jay, have to settle for a mass-market multivitamin...
Anabolic VITAKIC™ contains an advanced musclebuilding component that is driven into muscle cells starting with your very first serving.

**STEP 1**
**Pre-Anabolic VITAKIC Consumption**

- **Normal Muscle Cell**
  - Mitochondria
  - Proteins
  - ATP

**STEP 2**
**Post-Anabolic VITAKIC Consumption**

- **Muscle Cell Primed for Maximum Growth**
  - Higher ATP
  - More Protein
  - Enhanced Mitochondria

The Anabolic VITAKIC Nanomolecular Multi-Action Rapid-Release Capsule releases a specific driver of muscle growth.

**Enhanced Muscle Growth with Anabolic VITAKIC**

Anabolic VITAKIC™ is engineered specifically for professional bodybuilders! But it’s not just professional bodybuilders that can benefit from this powerful supplement. Anabolic VITAKIC™ is designed to work for all bodybuilders, whether you’re a beginner or an experienced competitor.

**Why Anabolic VITAKIC Kicks the Hell out of Mass-Market Multivitamins**

Industry-leading researchers have developed Anabolic VITAKIC™ specifically for professional bodybuilders. This supplement is designed to help you achieve your maximum muscle growth potential. Anabolic VITAKIC™ offers a unique combination of anabolic ingredients that are specifically formulated for professional bodybuilders.

**Anabolic VITAKIC™: The Next Generation of Supplementation**

Today’s supplement is a game-changer, offering a powerful combination of anabolic ingredients that are specifically formulated for professional bodybuilders. Anabolic VITAKIC™ is the perfect supplement for anyone looking to take their muscle growth to the next level.

**Anabolic VITAKIC™: The Formula That Delivers**

Anabolic VITAKIC™ is the formula that delivers anabolic muscle growth that’s up to Jay’s standards. Get Anabolic VITAKIC™ now.

There’s no other supplement that can do what Anabolic VITAKIC™ can for your muscles. It’s the perfect supplement for professional bodybuilders looking to take their muscle growth to the next level.